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On mode:  
keep the lever and  
mouthpiece at the 
same level 

LEAK-PROOF ON/OFF LEVER

Off mode:  
shift the lever near to  
the mouthpiece

Replaceable Drinking Tube
(Length: 39.4 inch) Soft Bite Mouthpiece

(Provide fast water flow)

(Easy fill and cleaning)Large Opening

An Ergonomic Handle (Easier refilling)

(Prevent the water from sloshing around)Center Baffle Design

TPU Material, safer than EVA material (100% free of BPA, BPF, BPS)

Plug-in Connector with O-ring Gasket push-lock   
(Prevent leaks) 
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Replaceable Insulated Tube
(Length: 39.4 inch)

Large Opening
(Easy fill and cleaning)

(Provide fast water flow)
Soft Bite Mouthpiece 

(Easier refilling)

Center Baffle Design (Prevent the water from sloshing around)

Plug-in Connector with O-ring Gasket push-lock  
(Prevent leaks)

TPU Material, safer than EVA material (100% free of BPA, BPF, BPS)

An Ergonomic Handle 

On mode:  
shift the switch  
to the ON

Off mode:  
shift the switch  
to the OFF
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HOW TO USE 

1. Before using the bladder, clean the bladder with mild detergent and soak with lemon juice for 1 hour. The odor of bladder can be effectively eliminated. 

2. To fill your reservoir, anticlockwise rotate the lid and hold the carry handle for stability while filling. 

3. Rotate the lid 1/4 turn clockwise as indicated by the arrow on the lid, tighten the lid until not leak. 

4. Put the bladder into the hydration backpack and hang it on a hook from webbing loops in backpack to keep them upright inside your pack. 

5. Route the bladder tube to one side of your pack and fix it in place. 

6. When drinking, switch the lever to “ON”mode and bite the soft mouthpiece smoothly, and then you can suck the water. Press the soft bite mouthpiece  
    to make it open when first use.

PS: If you want to know better how to use Unigear hydration bladder, please search Unigear hydration bladder on Youtube.



CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE 

1. Fill the bladder with warm water (not so hot that it can scald you), add a cleaning tablet (or your home cleaning ingredients), seal it up and shake it. 

2. Lift the reservoir up, letting the tube drape into the sink; then pinch open the bite valve until you see water flowing out of it. This ensures the entire  
    reservoir system is in contact with the cleaning solution. 

3. Set it aside and let soak. If you have reservoir-cleaning tablets, the instructions typically call for it to sit for five minutes; if you're using a mixture of  
    household ingredients, wait about 20 minutes. Then drain the system. 

Unigear Hydration Bladder is an extremely durable product and is built for years of use. However, some basic maintenance will help ensure your  
reservoir lasts a lifetime. 

4. Fill the bladder and tube with a mixture of warm water and scrub the interior of the bladder; then scrub the interior of the tube. It will be much  
    easier if you remove the bite valve, which you can scrub separately. 

5. Thoroughly rinse everything with clear water. 

6. Hang your bladder to air dry in a well-ventilated area.

Plug-in Connector with O-ring Gasket push-lock   



PRECAUTIONS 
1. Unigear Hydration Bladder accommodate liquids between -20 ~ +50 degrees Celsius. 

2. Rinsing out your bladder after each use should keep your bladder fresh, especially when using sugary drink mixes. 

3. Applicable to clean bladder with clear water and mild detergent (mild dish soap and baking soda), not accommodate hot water over 50 degrees  
   Celsius and strong acid or a strong alkali. 

4. Keep away from sharp objects to avoid product damage. 

5. Some users may initially notice a plastic-like taste when using any of our products made with TPU. This taste typically subsides over time and can  
    be eliminated by simply squeezing juice from a lemon into the product, filling it with water, then freezing it. After frozen, remove, thaw and rinse.

AFTER-SALE SERVICE
Unigear supports 60-day refund and 6-month replacement guarantee for hydration bladder. If any problems with the product you receive or any quality  
problems within the warranty period, please contact service@unigearshop.com in time, we will reply and solve your problem within 24 hrs.


